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NO LAUGHING MATTER
H, IF WE COULD JUST LIVE AS WELL AS WE
-

!"

SIGHED THE ANECDOTAL HUNGARIAN IN

THE LATE '70'S HINTING AT THE FACT THAT
THE AVERAGE CITIZEN ENJOYED SUCH PERKS
O.E 'GOULASH-COMMUNISM' AS CHEAP TRANSPORT, RIDIC
ULOUSLY INEXPENSIVE FOOD AND EASILY ACCESSIBLE CC1.

Hungarians inhabiting "the merriest barrack~ in
the Peace Camp-, seemed not to worry too much about
restrictions of free speech and accepted that, in turn,
enjoyed a relative freedom in travel to the West
and a relatively abundant supply of goods and services
while its socialist peers in the
were perceived as
the frustrated customers queuing for hours in from of
empty shelves.
Yet, 20 years after the 'changes', Hungarians are apparently
the unhappiest people in the
A recent poll by Ipso,
released on the 20th an niversary of the collapse of commu
nism, showed that the vast majority of Hungarians consider
themselves losers of the epochal
Hungary, of course, does not stand alone with irs troubles,
as differing extents, each country of rhe for mer Soviet Bloc
suffers from the economic burdens of their instable politi
cal institutions, inefficient and costly ecollomic structures
inherited from their 'glorious' past. Pose-communist Cen
tral Europe entered the European Union in 2004 with of
catching to catch up with Western ecollomies in a reason
able time. Foreign capital flowed in, fuelling rapid indus
trial remucting, introducing modern managements skills,
creating state-of-the-att production plants and retail outlets,
logistics centers and warehouses. H und reds ofnew shopping
their doors wide
plazas and glittering supermarkets
for millions of consumption-hungry Eastern and Central
Europeans. Apart from often reckless domestic consump
tion, economic growth was also driven by strong exports of
goods and services.
However, by 2008 capital sources started to
out: China,
India, Brazil and other fast-developing economies absorbed
most of the word's liquid and profie-hungry investment
resources and, simultaneously, flooded world markets with
their exported products at unbeatable
And then, of
course, the global economic crisis also hit the region hard:
sharp drop in foreign investments, domestic consumption,
exports, growing unemployment, indebtedness, and finally
tailing or decreasing or stagnating GOP.
As Tolstoy pur it "Happy families are all alike; every unhappy
What can be unique in
family is unhappy in its own
the unhappiness of Hungarians that makes them more low
spirited than others?
Hungary "'as a dear regional leader in terms ofeconomic devel
opment in the early '90s, so expectations among the population
were high that it would keep its
position further on.
Zsolt Holop may have had a point in the Czech Mfndd Frollta
HIRE.

Dnes: "Hungarians never took the f.:J1 ofcommunism and the
change of regime seriously enough. Having always looked up
to the Austrians [...] they thought the transition to a market
economy would simply mean the arrival ofAustrian-sryle pros
perity." Political and economic mismanagement of successive
governments however, have pushed the counrry to the bottom
of the league. Successive governmenrs often spent taxpayers'
money to buy loyalry and votes unscrupulously, putting extra
weights on budgets already over-burdened by expenses of the
obsolete health and pension sysrem. Holop adds that people
are despondent about the recession, the mass layoffs, the depre
ciation of the currency, and tens of thousands of families are
unable to keep up their credit and mortgage payments. "It is
depressing enough to consider that neighbouring Slovakia has
overtaken Hungary in several indicators and is enjoying the
euro while Budapest is unable to meet
for join
ing the Eurozone."
Social scientist Elemer Hankiss at the Hungarian Academy of
Sciences, in a recent interview with the Hfrszerzo, arrives at a
similar conclusion: "When you look at our defeated country
stumbling from crisis to crisis, you will encounter a sea ofcon
cerned and gloomy faces. You might add that our country is
also a humiliated one. We feel humiliated by our own tailures
and by our neighbors' successes. Particularly since, as tecently
as in the early '90s, we were a young, promising democracy."
Apparemly, while desolation seems to dominate both media
and common talk in
international analysts are
much more optimistic abOllt the coumry's furure.The Euro
pean Commission projects Hungary's economy to conttact by
6.5 pet in 2009 and by 05 pct in 2010, bur starting in 2011,
it expects a recovery- CDP gtowth of3.1 pct- supported by
external factors and characterized by moderate wage growth,
low inflation and decreasing income taxes which would
improve cost competitiveness and atttacr additional FDI. A
group ofinternational analysts quoted by Porrfolio.hualso sees
the signs of a recovery. London-based analysts at JP Motgan
underlines that Hungary's cyclically adjusted primary budget
balance has improved by 4.5 pct ofGOP between 2007 and
2009, while it has deteriorated by 3 pet of CDP on average in
the Euro area and the rest ofCentral Europe. JP Motgan's ana
lysts said they believe that Hungary is on the path to recovery.
Industrial production data for September for example, were
"surprisingly strong" and
that recovery in the manu
facturing sector is ~well
way". "We remain confident
by next year, helped by recent
that growth will turn
structutal and tax refotms [...] \Ve project COP growth to rise
I pet in 2010 and 3.5-4 pc in 2011." Meryl-Lynch, Bank of
America and others in the
believe that Hungary found
her chance in the crisis and will become the fiscal champion
of the world.
Reading more of the
media may not be enough
tor the Hungatian public to
self-confidence. Pro
fessot Hankiss, quoting examples from history, believes
that a new social contracr, a 'New Deal' is needed with
credible leaders and teliable social instirurions for a turn
around. In less than seven months, Hungarians will have
the chance to elect a new governmenr insread of the one
which, according to the the latest joke, as part of its cost
cutting measures, has switched off rhe light at the end
of the tunnel. •
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